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CZ 4M DELTA
BALLISTIC HELMETS

The CZ 4M DELTA helmet is designed for members of special units. It is maximally lightweight with the lowest shell
profile. This guarantees the widest viewing angle. The ultra-low profile is fully compatible with a wide range of commu
nication devices, hearing protection and tactical goggles. Allows easy mounting of night vision goggles (NVG). It is
compatible with a wide range of gas masks. The helmet is made of aramide material, ensuring the low weight and
durability of the helmet. The helmet provides protection from small arms projectiles and fragments from grenades and
explosive devices.
This model is equipped with:
- side rails for mounting lamps, beacons and visor holders
- NVG mount for night vision goggles The mount is compatible with all NVG types used within NATO
- BOA fastening system for the strongest and comfortable fixation of the helmet on the operator’s head so that the
NVG is always in place. A lifetime warranty on clamps is a matter of course
- Adjustable inner 4D memory foam pads for a perfect helmet fit when used with NVG, all day wear comfort and hearing
protection compatibility

Ballistic protection
Level II.A NIJ 0106.01
or Level IIIA NIJ 01.01.06
Fragmentation protection
V50 650m/sec
STANAG 2920 (17gr FSP)
US MIL STD 662F

Colour

Weight

Black, Green, Sand,
Multicam., IR specification

1150 g.

Helmet sizing

Accessories

Small
Medium
Large
X-Large

NVG mount on the front
Picatinny rails on the sides
FLEXI rubber cords to hold NVG
Velcro pads for ID attachments
Ballistic visor
Helmet transport case

Harness systems
OMEGA
SIGMA
BOA

CZ 4M SRS
PROTECTION HELMETS
The CZ 4M SRS is the perfect helmet for training or operational use where it is impossible or unnecessary to use a ballistic
helmet. The CZ 4M SRS is an extremely lightweight and highly durable helmet with good ventilation that protects the user
from blunt impacts and falls. The user can use the mounts for all the equipment as used in the Delta helmet. Together with
the inner pads and optional BOA fastening system, it is the perfect solution for specialized military or security teams.
The helmet is a true-to-life copy of the Delta helmet with all its advantages. It is fully compatible with a wide range of
communication devices, goggles and protective equipment. Allows easy mounting of night vision goggles (NVG). It is
compatible with a wide range of gas masks.

Weight
718.g.

Colour
Black, coyote, khaki, multicam, other on request

Helmet sizing
Medium, Large, X-Large

Accessories
NVG mount on the front
Picatinny rails on the sides
FLEXI rubber cords to hold NVG
Velcro pads for ID attachments
Helmet transport case

Harness systems

SIGMA
BOA

CZ 4M MICH MID
BALLISTIC HELMETS
The CZ 4M MICH MID uses the same shell as the MICH helmet, but has a reduced edge profile to allow the
use of as many types of communication devices as possible. The CZ 4M MICH MID has a lower weight, lower
back and side edges. The front plain and allows an easy installation of night vision goggles (NVG). The
overall low profile ensures excellent compatibility with communication equipment including hearing
protection and intercom. It is compatible with a wide range of gas masks. The helmet is made of aramide
material, which ensures low weight and durability of the helmet. The helmet provides protection from
small arms projectiles and fragments from grenades and explosive devices. The four-point attachment
straps are fixed to the helmet with ballistic-resistant screws. Perfect stability, fastening and comfort are
ensured by the right strap system and the inner lining system. The helmet is available in three variants of
the harness and inner lining: OMEGA, SIGMA and BOA.

Ballistic protection
The MICH helmet is
available in protection
level NIJ IIIA.

Fragmentation protection
V50 700 m/s according to
STANAG 2920
(17gr FSP) and US MIL STD 662F.
Meets and exceeds the
US ACH MIL SPEC V50 for
2,4,16,64 17gr fragment.

Colour
Standard colours
are Black, Navy,
Blue and Olive
Other colours are
available on
request, including
IRR coating

Weight
of shell

Accessories

Helmet sizing

Harness systems

1150gr

NVG mount on the front
Picatinny rails on the sides

Medium
Large
X-Large.

OMEGA
SIGMA

FLEXI rubber cords to hold NVG
Velcro pads for ID attachments
Helmet transport bag

CZ 4M MICH
BALLISTIC HELMETS
The CZ 4M MICH helmet has a reduced weight and reduced profile around the perimeter. The low profile
ensures excellent compatibility with communication equipment, gas mask and especially with night vision
device (NVG). The helmet is made of polyamide material and provides robust protection against small arms,
grenade fragments and explosive devices.
The four-point attachment straps are fixed to the helmet with ballistic-resistant screws. Perfect stability,
fastening and comfort are ensured by the right strap system and the inner padding system. The helmet is
available in three variants of the harness and inner padding: OMEGA, SIGMA and BOA.

Ballistic protection
The MICH helmet is
available in protection
level NIJ IIIA.

Fragmentation protection
V50 700 m/s according to
STANAG 2920
(17gr FSP) and US MIL STD 662F.
Meets and exceeds the
US ACH MIL SPEC V50 for
2,4,16,64 17gr fragment.

Colour
Standard colours
are Black, Navy,
Blue and Olive
Other colours are
available on
request, including
IRR coating

Weight
of shell

Accessories

Helmet sizing

Harness systems

1179g

NVG mount on the front
Picatinny rails on the sides

Medium
Large
X-Large.

OMEGA
SIGMA

FLEXI rubber cords to hold NVG
Velcro pads for ID attachments
Helmet transport bag
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FASTENING SYSTEMS (variants):
OMEGA
- four-point harness with internal mesh. Ensures a secure and firm fit on the head while
providing very good ventilation.

SIGMA
- four-point harness system with two-way fastening. It features a nape protector and lighter
straps. The inside of the helmet is equipped with pads with two selectable sizes 19 mm and 26
mm (pad height).

BOA
- the four-point harness system with quick and smooth BOA fastening adjustment for the fastest and
comfortable fixation of the helmet to the operator’s head ensures that the NVG is always in place
and the helmet does not move. A lifetime warranty on harness fasteners and ease of use even with
gloves.
Two variants of inner pads can be used with BOA fastening:
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wear comfort and maximum hearing protection compatibility
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OMEGA

SIGMA

